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3.

SWISS RECOLLECTIONS

Arnold H. Price

I am naturally very much pleased to have been honored to give an account of my
diverse encounters with Switzerland and matters Swiss. And in this connection, I should
point out that I have no Swiss ancestors and that my relationship to Helvetia is purely
elective on my part. I was born in Bonn on the Rhine (a well-known Swiss export),
where my father was an English-language instructor; my mother came from a Rhenish
family. While growing up in Germany, my parents decided that I should spend my
summer vacation at a home (Kinderheim) near Flims in Graubiinden. I had a wonderful
time in this sunny Alpine spot, and remember the happy days with nostalgia. But fate
struck a few years later, as the big mountain behind the home slid down and devastated
it. - At the end of my stay my father picked me up, and we hiked down the Axenstrasse
along Lake Lucerne.
We all moved to Michigan, where I enrolled at the University of Michigan. In
1935 the University offered a prize of 50 dollars for the best essay (in German) on the
subject of "Gottfried Keller als Novellenschreiber." I had always liked Keller, entered
the contest, and won; but received only 44 dollars, as the university was short of money.
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After being discharged from the Army in 1946, I found a job in the intelligence
bureau of the U.S. Department of State and was assigned to the Central European
Section, where Herbert Marcuse as one of my supervisors.

We were engaged in

intelligence research, an activity not unlike academic research, as it relies heavily on
published sources. One morning, when I was the first one in the office, the telephone
rang, and a fellow working for the CIA asked what I knew about the Swiss magazine

Terelia. Having not worked on Switzerland, I went through the reference works we had
on hand, but could not find the answer. So I asked for the context; the reply was: "It
has been reported in Teralia . . . " It took me another five minutes to convince the man
from CIA that inter alia was a legitimate English phrase. This episode reflects the
difficulty of reading telegraphic messages, as they often resemble Latin inscriptions. The
classic case is that of the radio commentator who held forth for 30 minutes on the
Opensky Proposal (Open Sky).
After some time, I was shifted from current intelligence to basic intelligence, a
line of work that involved preparing a kind of handbook on every foreign country. The
scope of my assignment covered political, cultural, and social aspects of Austria,
Germany, and Switzerland (as well as Liechtenstein). Both Switzerland and Austria were
new to me. I thought Austria would be easy and Switzerland, with its cultural diversity,
would be difficult. But it turned out the other way around. Information on Swiss life
and institutions is very much in the public domain. In this connection, the Department
sent me for a week or so to Switzerland, so I could familiarize myself with the country
and its people. I spent some time in Bern, but most of my stay in Zurich. I also took
an excursion to Liechtenstein. What do I remember? I visited the Landesbibliothek and
Peter Lang Publishers, where I was well received. I also saw Zwingli's sword. In
Zurich, I went to libraries and research institutes, attended a school class in High
German, went to the theater and the movies, but also strolled through the city, the
specialty shops, and 'discovered' the park that had been the old core of the town.
I had some trouble in my Bern hotel making myself understood with my English
or German. In Zurich I tried to check my luggage at the railroad station and said in my
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best high German: "Ich mochte gem mein Gepack aufgeben." The attendant looked at
me as if I had lost my mind. In Swiss German what I said meant that I wanted to
abandon my luggage. The Swiss word for checking in is "einstellen."
I was very happy in Switzerland: People were friendly, life was normal, and
society was civilized. In looking back, I believe what attracted me most was a flair of
the 19th century abounding.
In 1960 I left State to become the Area Specialist for Central Europe at the
Library of Congress. My area of responsibility included Switzerland: I was responsible
mostly for publications in the humanities and social sciences; and my functions included
the recommendation of acquisitions (mostly of recent publications); the answering of
reference inquiries and the promotion of the collections. The last is exemplified by an
article entitled "German-language Helvetica" which I wrote for the Library's Quarterly

Journal (December, 1961) and which provided a panorama of recent Swiss acquisitions._
This article caught the eye of Dr. Lukas Burckhardt, the Swiss cultural attach6, and
became the basis for a fruitful relationship. Burckhardt had been a labor expert and had
not been a professional in the cultural field. This circumstance was the source of his
effectiveness, as it enabled him to manage cultural relations objectively. His humor,
drive, earthiness, friendliness, and intelligence made him one of the most effective
attach~ I have known. The lectures he sponsored and presentations he organized helped
me in my research. It was through him that I joined SAHS. Early on he invited me for
lunch at a fancy restaurant, but forgot his wallet. Later, he sent me a check with a note
on his calling card (his favorite mode of communication) saying "Von dem AttacM, Ohne
Portemonnaie. " One of his successors came with his wife to the Library, and I showed
them around, taking them into the stacks and to the Swiss section. At random, I pulled
the last book of this section off the shelf and handed it to him; he opened it in the middle
and showed the page to his wife, saying: "Is this not a picture of our summer house?"
And then there was the inquiry about our holdings of the Peter Ochs manuscripts.
I discovered Peter Ochs was a prominent Basel politician during the Helvetik, but later
fell into disgrace and was forced to sell his collection of manuscripts to a Russian library,
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which, in turn, after the Communist revolution, offered them for sale in New York. And
then it said that the Library of Congress also appeared as a purchaser. I searched high
and low and could not find any trace in the collections. But then a very able reader
discovered them. The card catalog of the Law Library had one tray marked "Manuscript
Shelf List" and there the papers were listed as being in the Law Library manuscript
collection. To understand this situation, one has to know that the regular catalog lists
only books (monographs) and not manuscripts, maps, music, serials, photos, etc. Also,
the Law Library has an autonomous status and as such has its own manuscript collection.
It did not develop a catalog of its manuscript holdings, but listed them on a shelf list, a
kind of catalog where the library cards are put in the same order as the material appears
on the shelf. At that time the Law manuscripts were kept in the Rare Book Room, but
were not part of its collection.
Beginning in 1961, I served as section editor for Switzerland for the 'Recently
Published Articles' section of the American Historical Review and continued when this
function was published independently (until 1990).

This involved listing periodical

articles on the history of Switzerland since 1500. At the same time, I began my research
on the role of Germanic warrior clubs. Studies in Swiss folklore provided me new
insights on the warrior club origin of the early modern Swiss practice of Heimsuche
(hamsocn), in particular the understanding that these Swiss groups proceeded against
unwelcome fellow citizens without giving them a hearing, a practice that may be traced
back to the prehistoric period. I also discovered that the Nibelungen were a warrior club
of the Burgundians, thus explaining why the Burgundians were able to settle so soon in
Switzerland (Sapaudia) after their troops had been annihilated by the Huns. The reason
was it was the warrior clubs that were killed, but the militia, which had stayed home,
survived.
After I had been a member of SAHS for some years, I was asked to serve as its
secretary, an offer which I accepted, as I thought my experience with other historical
societies might be helpful. So I suggested that the SAHS being affiliated with American
Historical Society could avail itself of free meeting facilities at AHA annual meetings,
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not to replace our annual meetings, but to serve as regional meetings, especially on the
West Coast. Also, we had our meetings announced in the AHA newsletter. Otherwise,
my main task was to prepare the minutes of the annual meetings and to answer inquiries
from outsiders about membership and genealogical resources. It was a pleasant duty, and
I enjoyed the meetings. Even though I acted the outsider at times, I was never treated
as such. And how do I miss Heinz Meier!
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